Distinguishing minisatellite mutation from non-paternity by MVR-PCR.
Minisatellite variant repeat (MVR) mapping using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was devised to map the interspersion pattern of subtle variant repeats along minisatellite tandem arrays. MVR-PCR has revealed enormous diversity of allele structures at several loci, far more than can be resolved by allele length analysis. We have reported the application of MVR-PCR at minisatellite MS32 (D1S8) and MS31A (D7S21) in a paternity case lacking a mother and showed that it resulted in higher paternity probabilities than for a set of 12 other DNA markers including six STRs. Hypervariable minisatellites like MS32 and MS3lA can however, show significant germline mutation rates to new length alleles which can generate false exclusions in paternity cases although paternity cases showing mutant paternal alleles at more than one locus will be rare when several MVR loci are examined. Detailed knowledge of mutation processes coupled with MVR analysis of allele structure can help distinguish mutation from non-paternity. We now show how similar mutant alleles are to their progenitors using both real and simulated data, and demonstrate how MVR-PCR can be used to identify mutant paternal allele in paternity cases showing apparent exclusions.